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第一部份 請選出最適當的詞彙以及片語
1. Rita cleans her house ______ , spring and fall.
(A) biennially (B) biannually (C) annually (D) perennially
2. None of us ______ a traffic jam at 4 A.M. this morning.
(A) anticipates (B) anticipated (C) anticipating (D) anticipate
3. The man who challenged him to a fight was a powerful ______.
(A) anthropologist (B) benevolence (C) antagonist (D) automation
4. The islanders overthrew the dictator to achieve _______.
(A) automation (B) automaton (C) autonomy (D) autocrat
5. Dr. Lee told me she had to check her ________ before she could confirm our appointment.
(A) quality (B) produce (C) timetable (D) quantity
6. As requested, PChome will be _______ you a refund on your purchase.
(A) replying (B) issuing (C) realizing (D) sealing
7. The baseball match was ________ because of Tropical Storm Talim.
(A) called on (B) called for (C) called up (D) called off
8. Repairing the old TV would have _______ half as much as buying a new one.
(A) taken
(B) spent
(C) paid
(D) cost
th
9. Sarah’s birthday is _______ 25 June. Let’s celebrate it!
(A) on
(B) in
(C) from (D) at
10. Both KMT and DPP signed the agreement in order to _______ it.
(A) valid
(B) validate
(C) validity (D) validly
11. Peter has a very strong accent, so I always feel _________ when he speaks.
(A) perplexed (B) addictive (C) conventional (D) budding
12. Although our ________ increased last year, the profits remained stable because of the rising costs of raw materials.
(A) members (B) ventures (C) merits
(D) revenues
13. The food scandal involved the use of an unstable chemical to ________ flavor a product.
(A) intensely (B) artificially (C) consequently (D) literally
14. It is never a good idea to play a _______ on your boss, no matter how funny it is.
(A) glee (B) humor (C) calorie (D) trick
15. As he lives a long way from the office, Keith ________ a long way to work every day.
(A) transforms (B) customizes (C) synergizes (D) commutes
16. The companies decided to __________ their marketing campaigns, as working together would save money.
(A) customize (B) synergize (C) commute (D) transform
17. We’re going through a bit of a _________ at the moment, as we’re switching to a new shift system.
(A) vibrancy (B) flexibility (C) sustainability (D) transition
18. The woman decided to __________ the chance of promotion because she wanted to spend more time with her family.
(A) flourish (B) pursue (C) forsake (D) surpass
19. The inexperienced job applicant had a hard time __________ his working achievements in the interview.
(A) nurturing (B) highlighting (C) conducting (D) unveiling
20. The advertising executive believes it is not __________ to lie about a product’s benefits.
(A) ambitious (B) astonishing (C) ethical (D) vocal
21. Before speaking to his boss about his pay, Colin _______ a list of reasons why he should get a raise.
(A) facilitated (B) compiled (C) diminished (D) scrambled
22. Being involved in a car crash gave Max a new ________ on life. He’s now a more caring person.
(A) phobia (B) barrier (C) perspective (D) clinic

＜背面尚有題目＞

23. Cigarette companies are _______ from advertising in many European countries.
(A) manipulated (B) banned (C) targeted
(D) claimed
24. Greg’s dismissal had a ________ effect on him, and he became very depressed about it.
(A) sufficient (B) covert (C) recreational (D) devastating
25. The politician set out to __________ discredit and embarrass each of his opponents.
(A) definitely (B) strategically (C) likewise (D) relatively
26. A few celebrities said that they will _________ come to the charity event tonight, so that’s good news.
(A) definitely (B) occasionally (C) relatively (D) thoroughly
27. The main courses at this restaurant are tasty, and ________, the desserts are delicious.
(A) thoroughly (B) likewise (C) strategically (D) relatively
28. It is a good idea to contact the school ___________ if you have any questions.
(A) devices (B) administration (C) resources (D) requirements
29. This new ________ on my iPad lets me read all my messages in one place.
(A) exhibition (B) reservation (C) application (D) inspection
30. The new campus science _________ features state-of-the-art equipment and tools.
(A) facility (B) proficiency (C) reservation (D) inspection
第二部份 段落填空：本部份共 10 題，包括二個段落，每個段落各含 5 個空格。請於 A、B、C、D 四個選項中選出最
適合題意的字或詞
A divide has emerged (31) _______ those supporting and those opposing active forest management as concerns about the
environmental problems resulting from deforestation have increased. There is currently a large volume of research
(32) _______ the management of forest ecosystems, tree breeding and the selection of species and varieties. This was
partially related to the passing of forestry laws in the majority of Western nations in the 20th century which was in response
to (33) _______ conservationist social ideals and the technological advances of logging companies. Reforestation is one
way to (34) _______ modern forestry whereby trees are planted and cultivated in a designated area. Further to this, damage
to property, human injury and even death can (35)_______ with the application of good forestry.

31. (A) to (B) between (C) with (D) at
32. (A) regarded
33. (A) grew

(B) regards (C) regarding (D) regard

(B) growing

34. (A) applied

(C) grows

(B) applying

(D) grow

(C) apply

(D) application

35. (A) have prevented (B) be prevented (C) prevent

(D) be preventive

Crude oil from regions around the Dead Sea was used as early as 1000 BC for ancient Egyptian mummification, but it
wasn't until 1853 that the process of oil distillation was discovered and we saw the advent of the modern history of oil. The
first oil mine (36) _______the following year. Oil quickly (37) _______from coal as being the world's principal fuel in the
mid 1950's. Oil is now used to run the vast majority of vehicles and is a key (38) _______in many chemicals used in
industry. However, concerns have been raised that as oil is a limited resource its usage as an economically viable energy
source will eventually come to an end. There is also worry that using and treating oil (39) _______ major impacts upon the
environment, like the carbon dioxide which is (40) _______ when it is burnt and the contribution of this to global warming.
36. (A) has constructed (B) had constructed

(C) constructed

37. (A) took over

(D) took on

38. (A) point

(B) took out

(B) ingredient

(C) took up

(C) tool

(D) instruction

39. (A) have (B) are (C) is (D) has
40. (A) releases

(B) released (C) releasing

(D) release

(D) was constructed

